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Item 8.01. Other Events
 
On April 11, 2019, SCWorx Corp. (f/k/a Alliance MMA, Inc.) issued the Press Release filed as Exhibit 99.1 to the Current Report filed on April 11, 2019 (“Release”).
 
Since the filing of the Release last week, the Company and the treatment and academic medical center customer located in the northeast have continued substantive
conversations outlining additional SCWorx products to further manage their catalog as well as content automation. If the Company is able to secure this expanded scope of
work, which the Company anticipates, it would serve as the foundation for a more comprehensive set of tools. These tools would provide synchronization to the perioperative
department, ultimately delivering an entire suite of applications and report capabilities that will focus on margin improvement, providing real time correction of the Electronic
Medical Record (EMR) and highly granular and repaired case management reporting. The original contract with this leading academic medical center was for an initial three
year term. The current renewal is for an additional three-year term, bringing the total service value of this contract over the full six-year term to $648,000. This renewal has
solidified the Company’s relationship with this leading healthcare provider.
 
Marc Schessel, CEO of the Company, stated: “We are excited that this long-time customer has not only renewed their Agreement with us but is accelerating their discussions
relative to an expanded platform with SCWORX.”
 
Since these discussions are ongoing, there is no assurance that the Company will secure this expanded scope of work.
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